
Simulate “Phenomena” inside reflow right out onto your desktop !!
CORES unique dome-shaped hemispherical glass permits omni-directional observations of 

SMDs (surface mount devices)
 at elevated temperatures to help solve various latent problems

Temperature Control Observation Module 
【Reflow Scope】
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Reflow simulation series
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Simulate “Phenomena” inside reflow right out 
onto your desktop !!
CORES expertise helps you achieve surpassing cost performance

Since the enforcement of the RoHS Directive on July 1, 2006, there has been a growing trend in the shift to using 
lead-free solders for the surface mounting process to produce various electric and electronic devices. 
Lead-free solders, requiring much higher temperatures when applied in the reflow furnaces, however, have created 
various serious problems such as poor soldering wettability, coplanarity, warpage or twisting of connectors, SMDs 
and other devices on the production lines.
CORES, to cope with these problems, taking advantages of its know-how and expertise relating to its own similar 
shape observation modules using thermal control, has developed core9050b, which provides similar environmental 
conditions to real reflow furnaces and permits easier inside observations from wide angles.

core9050b, thus, enables you to look to see the wettability of applied solders when they are melting at high 
temperatures as well as every shape change or deformity of target work pieces.

Real-time observations on solder wettability at high temperatures
core9050b adopts a most SDM-friendly convectional heating method and has allowed the realization of 
excellent thermal conductivity efficiency and the duplication of similar environmental conditions of reflow 
furnaces applying lead-free solders.

Omni-directional observations from wide angels of 360°horizontally and 180°vertically
core9050b, equipped with　CORES’ epoch-making dome-shaped hemispherical glass, permits 
omni-directional visual observations of any shape change of electric and electronic devices and PWBs. Its 
spotlighting, capable of easy light amount and zoom lens adjustment, provides core9050b with fully 
sufficient depth of field and clear images for super minute observations of the target.

Temperature Control Observation Module Reflow Scope
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Simultaneous observations from two different directions using two cameras ※1 

Measurement by way of drag and drop

Camera

Target piece

Base plate
Hold-down 
device

An image of camera arrangement

Top view Front view

※1.In case an optional camera is additionally used

360°360° 180°180°

Look to see what is happening from all angles

Observations on shape change and solder wettability from angles of 360°
horizontally and 180°vertically helps solve various problems on surface mounting.  

Observe from any angle as you like
The glass dome has decreased dead angles 
dramatically to provide much wider views.

Measure target’s dimensions in real time
Target’s dimensions can be measured in real time 
by simple drag and drop operations of the mouse.
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Uniform thermal distributional environment can be produced
Heated air out from the right and left sides and from below warms up inside the glass dome uniformly. The 
dome cannot open at a temperature over 60℃ with its automatic lock system. Its excellent temperature 
control can minimize △t on the equipped base plate.

Temperature profiles can be easily created
You can easily create temperature profiles by an input of relevant temperatures and times (seconds). Each 
temperature profile has a maximum of 16 measurement points, i.e. 16 pairs of temperature and time.

Screen display to create a temperature profile

Heated air

Base plate

Glass dome

Hold-down device

Target piece

Flows of heated air by convection and cooled air by fans

Similar environmental conditions of 
real reflow furnaces
core 9050b, using a most electronic device-friendly convectional heating method, has 
allowed the realization of higher thermal conductivity  
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Data can be stored in animations and still pictures
Observation data can be stored in animations (such as AVI, 
COR   and MPG) and still pictures ( BMP and JPG) with 
temperature and time information attached and will be easily 
available for making reports. Solder wettability and target 
shape change to temperature can be captured in real time by 
way of recording the data in such animations and still pictures.

Animations are easily available for making presentations

※1

※1.COR is a CORES’ own filing format
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Produce data on pictures taken in layout as you like

Check boxes for selected information

Check boxes for indication of “Controlled temp”,
“Elapsed time”, Logger 1 ‒ 8 CHs, “Scale”,
“Oxygen density” and “Profile graph”

Produce data on pictures taken in layout as you like
The data and Information stored in still pictures or animations can be selected “ON” when it is necessary 
and “OFF” when unnecessary.
For example, when you need animations of “Sample A” taken under heated conditions for the purpose of 
making presentation or thorough research on them, such animations will have to provide relevant 
information such as “Controlled temperatures” “Elapsed times” “Temperature logger values” and “Scales” 
for thorough research purpose, while animations with no such information will be good enough just for 
presentation purpose. 

Produce reference data with much ease and effect

A sense of comfort and satisfaction in producing data using COR,  CORES own filing format.
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Width 1800mm
(Depth700mm)

Key boardSpot lighting

Control unitPrinter

Temp logger unit

Lighting unit MouseControl monitor

Optional lenses  
You can choose either one from the two types of lenses with different magnifications at the time of 
purchase of core 9050b.

Standard magnification type

Lens at powers 8 to 64 Lens at powers 32 to 256 

High magnification type

※A same target is observed using 2 different lenses as in the example below

Components and Dimensions of core9050b 
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25.0mm（W）×21.5mm（D） 2.9mm（W）×2.2mm（D） 6.3mm（W）×4.8mm（D） 0.8mm（W）×0.6mm（D）

64×

32×8×

256×

Main unitCamera unit

Height
1500mm
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Specifications

Power
Power consumption
Air pressure
Air consumption
Weight

Dimensions

Ambient temperature

100VAC ± 5％（50／ 60Hz）  
Main unit：1400VA　　Control unit : 300VA
0.6MPa～ 0.9MPa
200L/min
Main unit　19Kg　　Control unit　19Kg
Main unit　W 450mm × D 405mm × H 306mm
Control unit　W 235mm× D 400mm× H 375mm
25°C ± 5°C

Photograph elements
Total pixel number

Converted amplification

Photograph area

WD

1/3” interline
380,000 pixels in colour
Standard magnification：(×8～ 64)　( Standard )
High magnification：(×32～ 256)　( Option )
( Resolution1,280 x 1,024 pixels on 19’ monitor )
Standard magnification：W 25.0mm × D 18.8mm～ 2.9mm × H 2.2mm
High magnification：W 6.3mm × D 4.8mm～ 0.8mm × H 0.6mm
Standard magnification：82mm　　High magnification：83mm

Heater
Heater lifetime
Heating method
Heating temperature range
Heating area

Temperature control

100V　350W ×4
5000h
Convection by hot air
Room temperature to 300°C
W 50mm × D 50mm × H 20mm
Controlled by temperature controller and thyristor unit,
monitoring the temperature with thermocouples.

General

Camera

Heating

Lighting

Light source
Light lifetime
Average lux
Power consumption

100 W halogen lump
1000 h
600000 lux
130 VA

Temperature profile

Data storing

Logger unit

Up to 16 temperatures can be designated in the profile.

Temp.,time and animations(AVI,COR*MPG)can be recorded as per 30 frame/sec and 
still pictures(BMP,JPG) as snapshots.
Temperatures of max 8 points(via 8 channels) of the target piece can be measured 
with thermocouples and in accordance with the temperature profile.
The measured data can be saved in CSV.

Other major functions

* COR is a CORES’ own file form

■Spot lighting
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※This catalog information is as of 1 November 2011.
※This catalog information is subject to change without prior notice.

CORE9050B-EN-11-11-01-F

Read carefully the Operation Manual attached to the purchased 
product in the first instance so that you can use it correctly and safely. Safety Precautions

Head Office : 338-3 Furukawado， Tsuru-shi， Yamanashi Pref．， 402-0004 Japan
TEL : +81-554-45-1027　 FAX : +81-554-45-6200

URL / http://www.cor.co.jp

CORES Corporation
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